Série: 4º ano
Disciplina: Inglês
Conteúdo: Unit 2 House and Verb To Be
Atividade referente a semana: 06/04/2020 até 10/04/2020
Atividade 1

1-) Copy and match the pronouns with the verb to be. (Copie e ligue os pronomes ao verbo to be.)
I

Is

YOU

are

HE

is

She

are

It

is

We

are

You

am

They

are

Is
Are
Is
Are
Am
Are
2-) Copy and complete with the verb to be. (Copie e complete com o verbo to be.)
A-) He __________ a boy.
b-) I __________ a teacher.
c-) You ________ a student.
d-) We ________ Spanish
e-) They _______ birds.
f-) It ________ a elephant.
g-) She ________ a girl.
h-) You _________ a good pupils.

3-) Copy and put the correct pronouns. (Copie e coloque o pronome correto.)

Good Job!
Teacher Bel e Teacher Rosana

Atividade 2
1-) Copy and complete with she, he, it or they. ( Copie e complete com she, he, it or they.)
a-) Larry is a mechanic.
_____________ is a mechanic.
b-) Monica is a student,
_____________ is a student.
c-) Peter is a bus driver.
____________ is a bus driver.
d-) Jim and Leo are friends.
____________ are friends.
e-) The bird is yellow.
____________ is yellow.
2-) Copy and complete with the Personal Pronouns. (Copie e complete com os Personal
Pronouns.)

Good Job!
Teacher Bel e Teacher Rosana

Atividade 3

1-) Copy and put the phrases in contracted form. (Copie e coloque as frases na forma
contraída.)
a-) It is a cake. ________________________________
b-) He is a student. ____________________________
c-) You are my friend. __________________________
d-) We are the classroom. _______________________
e-) I am a waiter .________________________________
f-) She is a nice girl. _____________________________
g-) The elephant is a big animal.____________________________
h-) John and Peter are brothers. _______________________________

2-) Copy and replace each word with the Personal Pronouns. (Copie e substitua cada
palavra pelos pronomes correspondentes.)
a-) Paul ___he______

d-) a computer __________

g-) Pollution ___________

b-) Mary _________

e-) computers ___________

h-) Mr. Kent ____________

c-) Brazil _________

f-) the problems __________

i-) Mrs. Kent ____________

Good Job!
Teacher Bel e Teacher Rosana

